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EFFECTS OF PLATFORM MOTION , VISUAL AND G-SEAT FACTORS UPON EXPERIENCED
PILOT PERFORMANC E EN THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR

I. INT R ODUCT I ON

Statement of the Problem
For some time , it has been accepted that the more closely the flight simulator approximates the

aircraft in term s of the visual , kinesthetic. vestibular , and control loading cues provided to the pilot , the
more effective the simulator will be for training. This hypothesis is based on the assumption that maximum
training transfe r will occur when the training environment and the transfe r environment are identical .
Recent developments in the art of flight simulation have provided research and training managers a wide
v a r e t ~ of aircraft simulator design configuration options. Available options include synergistic or cascaded
platform motion systems, pneumatic or hydraulic G’seatfG-suit arrangements and high resolution , multi-
channel visual displays. All of these options have been designed and constructed for the sole purpose of
increasing or improving the fidelity or realism of the fligh t simulator. However , assuming that current
devices can produce desired levels of fidelity, the direct and associated costs of some of the present fidelity
enhancement s’s- stems are fo rmidable. Because of increasing economic constraints and extensive procure ’
ment proje ctions. future  procurement of simulators will have to include only those options which are able
to maximize training potential and minimize cost. It is important , therefore, that the nature of the effects
of these devices be fully explored , in order not only to describe the effectiveness of these systems but also
to provide sufficient information to make informed procure ment decisions regarding the selection of
hardware design options.

A logical start ing point for such investigations is to assess the responses of expert pilots to various
confi gurations of the design options via their performance in the simulator.  By monitoring changes in
performance , one can objectively observe those design changes which seem to be most important in
facil i tat ing or hindering various aspects of pilot perfo rmance. Not only may the occurrence of performance
changes be noted , but additionally, sufficient measurements may provide insigh t into the reasons for such
changes. Although information on expert pilot performance in the simulator may or may not be related to
the training e ffectiveness of a simulator or simulation in genera l . it provides a clearer understanding of the
underlying psychological. and. to an extent ,  physiolog ical processes at work within  fligh t simulation . The
intormat ion generated in this typ e  of investigation is then usefu l in conducting fuither studies oriented
toward less experienced and naive student  behaviors. Such studies could be transfe r of t raining studies
which are normally l imited to one or two variables due to expe rimental constraints. A research strate ~ ’
employing this sequence of investigations provides an economical approach to the exploration and
de finit ion of system oriented variables in simulation research and may allow a sign ificant reduction in the
number of univa r iate transfe r of t ra ining studies which must be conducted in at tempting to describe the
citects of these variables adequately in follow-on efforts.

The present study was initiated as a follow-on investigation of a previous exploratory effort . The first
project. h ereinafter referred to as Study I. was entitled “The Effects of System and Environmental Factors
Upon Experienced Pilot Performance in the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training ” (AFHRLTR .77 .l3).
Study I was conducted to provide a “first look” into the main and interactive effccts of platform motion,
(;-wat and visual display factors upon expert pil ot performance on five contact and instrument flight
maneuvers per formed in the simulator . The purpose of this “first look” was to identify those variables and
interactions which produce a sign i ficant impact upon expert pilot performance. The specific maneuvers
studied wer e . th e 360° overhead t raf f i c pattern , ground controlled approach (GCA) . takeoff , the aileron
roll , and a slow fligh t exercise. Several types of dependent measure s were uti lii.cd in Study I , including
system output  measures , pilot input  measures , and derived scores. System output  measures were defined for
the most par t as root mean square (RMS ) deviations tr om specified parameter criter ia dur ing a specified5
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segment of a maneuver or a series of maneuver segments. Pilot input measures were sam pled by collecting
analogs to pilot induced forces on the control stick and rudder. Derived scores were time-in-tolerance
measures reflecting how well the pilot remained within acceptable tolerances on several pa rameters
simultaneously.

Another important aspect of Study I was that an economical approac h to the design and analysis of
the project was utilized. Briefly, this consisted of using a fractional factorial design which iiicluded higher-
order (3rd order and above) interaction confounding. Additionally, a very smal l sample size (N = 3) was
utilized in this exploratory effort. Due to the nature of the experimental design and the importance of the
topic are a, it was decided that some of the results of the firs t study should be validated and extended in a
follow.on project. The present report documents the fmdings of this effort and compare s and contrasts the
results of both projects.

Background
A considerable amount of research has been performed on one simulator design option: platform

motion systems. Studies investigating this issue have been , for the most part , equivocal in terms of the
usefulness of platform motion systems. These systems are designed to provide vestibular and kinesthetic
cues to the pilot by moving the platform upon which the cockpit rests. These motion systems are designed
to provide directional cue information to the pilot , although it is obvious that prolonge d directional cue
information is physically limited , due to excursion constraints of each motion system. Presumably, the
movements are intended to provide alerting information to the pilot; i.e.. information indicative of changes
in the status of the simulated aircraft .

Many past studies have repoled improvements in pilot performance on various tasks when the
simulator included platform motion 1Borlace , 1967; Brow n , Johnson, & Mungall , l 960;Jacobs . Wilhiges , &
Roscoe , 1975; Koonce , 1974 ; Ratheri~, Creer . & Sadoff , 196 1 ). However , other studies have reported the
converse, i.e., that performance remain~ stat~ie across conditions of the presence and absence of platform
motion (Demaree , Norman , & Matheny, 1965). Two recent training studies investigating the platform
motion issue (Gray & Fuller. 1977; Woodruff . Smith , Fuller . & Weyer , 1976) have reported no reliable
differences between students trained with sinnilator platform motion and students trained without plat-
form motion. The firs t study reported no significant differences in training time between motion/no
motion groups for any of the tasks investigated . Those tasks represented basic, advanced contact .
instrument and navigation maneuvers which are standard in the 1-37 phase of undergraduate pilot training.
The second study reported no reliable differences due to motion training in pilots’ ability to deliver
air-to-surface weapons either in the simulator or in the aircraft.

Study I , which deal t with expert performance , revealed statistically sign ificant motion differences in
the performance of selected maneuve rs. In this study, motion was consistently found to deleteriously affect
the subject pilots’ performance in the simulator.

Uttle systematic research has been conducted on pneumatic G-seat/G-suit systems in part because of
the relatively smal l numbe r of those systems available for research in conjunction with advanced platform
motion and visual systems. The G-seat was designed essentiall y to supplement platform motion systems in
providing the pilot additional propri oceptive and haptic cuein g in order to improve the fidelity of the
simulator. This cueing is generate d by the systematic inflation and deflation of a series of pneumatic
bellows installed in the backrest , seat pan and thigh panels of the pilot’s seat. These bellow s cause the
pilot’s weight to be repositioned on his thighs and buttocks in response to the bellows’ activit~ The cues
provided by the G-seat are also of higher frequency and longer duration than those contributed by platform
motion systems.

Taylor , Gerber , Allen , Brown , Cohen , Dunbar , Flexman , Hewitt , McElwain , Pancoe. & Simpson
(1969), in a project addressing the effectiveness of G•seat cueing systems, reported that improvements in
pilot performance accompanied the addition of G cuein g to the simulator dynamics.6
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Study I of the present series also indicated that perfo rmance improvements occurred when ground
controlled approach (GCA) and takeoff maneuvers were attempted under conditions of a fully operative
G-seat as compared to performance under inoperative G-seat conditions.

Research dealing with visual factors in aircraft simulator performance has been extensive . Many
investigators have directed their efforts toward ascertaining the requirements of one particular aspect of the
visual domain , field-of-view. Several studies , Ar mstrong (1970), Reeder and Kolnick (1964), Roscoe
(195 1), reported adequate pilot landing performances under conditions of restricted fields-o f-view. Roscoe ,
however , reported that as the fIeld-of-view increased , a corresponding improvement in performance
occurred. The remaining studies mentioned above did not report this change in performance as a function
of the field-o f-view .

The results of Study I of this series showed no significant differences in pilot performance as a
function of field.o f-view (FOV) on four of the five maneuvers which were explored. The general trend of
the data, however , suggested improved performance under larger display fields.of-view as compared to
performance under restricted FOY conditions. This trend was somewhat substantiated in the analysis of the
fifth maneuver in the study, the aileron roll , In this instance , performance was significantly better under
conditions of maximum fleW-of-view as compared te two levels of restricted visual displays.

There has not been a great deal of reseaich directed at examining possible interaction s of the
simulator design options. Past research addressing inte ractive effects of motion and visual cueing devices has
been directed primarily toward the psychophysiological issues in sini ulator tra ining. Specifically, problems
of simulator sickness, disorientation and nausea have been the focus of this type of research. There has , in
the past, been little information generated on the interactive effects of these cueing devices on pilot
performance . Study I addresse d this issue and reported several significant interactive impacts upon the pilot
performance on selected flight tasks. Significant interactions were found to exist between the platform
motion and G-seat systems, motion and visual systems as well as interactions between the cue ing devi ces
and experimentally constructed environmental variables , such as, wind, turbulence and ceiling/visibility.
These findings stimulate additional research questions regarding the selection of sets of simulator design
confi guration options.

The results of the past research on these simulator design variables also tend to suggest that these
results are highly specific to the simulator being investigated . This is due to diffe rences in the inherent
capabilities of the simulation devices and to the differences in the manner of computer programming for
each simulator. Furthermore , it is probable that the nature of the effects are also specific to the type of
aircraft being simulated as well as the experience levels of the subject pilot populations. Finally , the results
of the first study tend to substantiate the hypothesis that the effects of a particular cueing device , both
alone and in combination with other devices . may be specific to the type of maneuver being attempted.

Study II Objectives

The primary objective of Study II was to assess empirically the performance of experienced 1-37
pilots in the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPI) under varying platform motion , G-seat , field.
of-view , and ceiling/visibility configurations.

Another objective was to further explore the prominent main and interactive effects which were
reported in Study I in an attempt to confirm and validate the approach and findings of that study.

Furthermore , it was desired that the investigation of the above-mentioned variables be extended into
the area of “highe r G-force” maneuvers , representative of a more dynamic flight regime.

Finally, it was desired that additional information rega rding the relation ships between the system
output measures and the pilot input measures as measured by the automated measurement system
capability of the ASP I’ be obtained for various system configurations , flight maneuve rs, and simulated
environmental conditions.

7 
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Hypotheses
As a result of the findings of the previous study, several a priori hypotheses were formulated for this

investigation . First , since platform motion consistently produce d deleteriou s effects upon the pilot
performances in the first study, it was hypothesized that experienced pilot performance in the simulator
would be superior across all maneuvers when flown under no-platform-motion conditions than when under
either 3- or 6-degree-o f.freedom motion conditions.

Second , although the field-of-view variable produced a significant impact only upon the performan ce
of the aileron roll maneuver in the first study, the consistency in the direction of the nonsignificant resul ts
in that study warranted the hypothesis that pilot performance under full field-of-view conditions would be
superior to performance under restricted field-of-view conditions for all maneuvers excluding the ground
controlled approach where the performances would tend to be equal across the field-o f-view conditions .
This exclusion was formulated , because the most important visual information in this task was concentrated
directly in front of the pilot , and thus decrements in peripheral vision infoniiation would not seriously
affect the pilot’s performance .

Third , it was hypoth ’sized that the variation in the G-seat ’s operation would not differentially affect
performance. Although the G-seat was found to impact the performances on the takeoff and GCA
maneuvers in the first study, these differences were not consistent across the broad range of dependent
variables and did not warrant a directional hypothesis.

Fourt h . it was hypothesized that reducing the ceiling/visibility conditions to minimums would
substantially reduce performance on the 360° overhead pattern maneuver. However , it was also
hypothesized that this envi ronmental deterioration wou ld not adversely affect performance on the G( A.

One of the most powerfu l and consistent effects evidenced in Study I was the ceiling/visibility
variable. Performance on the overhead landing task was consistently degraded when the maneuver was
flow n under restricted ceiling/visibility conditions. T’ iame trend was found for the ground controlled
approach; however , it was not quite as consistent as in the former maneuver. Because the ground controlled
approach was designed as an instrument maneuver to be performed under conditions of reduced ceiling/
visibility, and because of the insufficient consistency of this variable ’s effects on performance in the first
study, it was felt that variation in ceiling/visibility would not affect performance on this maneuver.

Finally, no directional hypotheses were made reg arding interaction effects. Although the
substantiation of the presence and/or absence of specific interactions was of major concern in this study.
the investigators believed that the results of the first study were insufficient evidence upon which to base
directional hypotheses. This was especially the case for an unusually large three-factor interaction which
was found in the former study.

II. METHOD

Subjects
Five T-37 instructor pilots (IPs ) from Williams Air Force Base were used as subjects for the duration

of the effort. Each subject was selected on the basis of flying experience. The flight experience of the
subjects ranged from 300 to 2 .200 total flying hours , and from 160 to ‘100 hours in the 1-37 aircraft . Ea ch
subject was required to be a qualified 1-37 IP and to be current in the 1-37 at the time of the study.

Apparatus

The Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPI) located at the Air Force Human Resources
Iaboratory/Flying Training Division (AFHRL/FT) was used for the duration of the study.

The ASPi’ consists of two fully instrumented 1-37 cockpits which are mounted on two independent
platform motion systems. Each platform motion system has six hydraulically-driven legs which are operated

S
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synergistically to provide six degree-o f- freedom (DOE) movement. The ~Ia tf vr i i i  motion system has the
capability of approximate ly 4-feet horizonta l and 3-feet vertical tr avel. Ttle displacement capabilit ics
include : (a) Pitch: —20 degrees to +30 degrees; (b) Roll : ±22 degrees ; and (ci ~‘..w: ±32 degrees.

The left seats in both cock pits are configure d * 3 I -bellow pneumatic G-seats with variable tensi on
lap belts. The bellows are located on the seat pan ( 16 cells), the backrest (9 cells), and thigh panels (6 cells).
The G-seat operates by way of the programmed inflation and deflation of indivi d ua l bellow(s) in response
to the requirements of each particular maneuver.

The wraparound visual system of the ASPI is compri sed of seven 36-inch monochromatic cathode-
ray tubes (CRTs) placed in such a manner as to provide the pilot with a visual field-o f-view of +110 degrees
to —40 degrees vertical and ±150 degrees hori zontal. The visual environ ment is constructed by way of
computer generated imager y ( (‘GI). Most prominent ground references (mountains , runways, towers , roads ,
etc.) within a 100 square nautical mile area of Williams Air Force Base have been modeled wi th in  the
environment. The visual imagery is updated at a 3C times per second rate in response to the aircraft ’s
movement through the simulated environme nt. In this s tudy,  an enhanced visua l environment was utilized ,
which differed from the norm al ASPI’ confi guration in the amount of ground image detail presented to the
pilot . ‘This image detail was enhanced by providing more ground section lines and by providing additional
objects (stationary aircraft , t ractor)  in the vicinity of the runway.  A detailed discussion of the
characteristics of this enhanced environment can be found in Monroe . Rife , ( ‘yrus, & i’hompson ( 1976) .

Another capability which the ASPI possesses is the ability to record , store and score various pilot
performance parameters automatically. These measures are sampled and store d at an iteration rate ranging
from 3.75 to IS times per second , dependent upon the nature of the measure. The computer system also
possesses a Cognitronics voice-generation capability for providing ground-controlled approac h information.

All systems of ASPI (platform motion, visual display) can be varied , dependent upon experimental
requirements to match a wide variety of environmental conditions or aerodynamic characteristics. For a
more comprehensive technical discussion of the ASPI capabilities , consult Hagin and Smith (1974). and
Rust ( 1975).

Experimental Design
Two separate designs were utilize d in this project. The primary consideration in the construction of

these designs was that a more tr4 dit iona l. more conservative approach be employed than was utilized in
Study I . It was desired that  an increase in the quant i ty  and frequency of observations of performance be
accomplished in order to provide more stability in the estimation of the relevant system and environmental
effects.

The first design . a mixed effects 3 3 randomized block factorial (Kirk. 1968) included three
inde pendent variables each having three levels. The independent variables were : (a) Platform Motion , (b)
G-Seat . (c) Field-o f-View. Blocking was accomplished upon subject s in order that individual di fferences
could be isolated. Twenty-seven unique treatment combinations were geneTated by the independent
variables. This design was utilized in the investigation of three of the maneuvers studied : the aileron roll .
the barrel roll , and the loop.

The second design was an extension of the first design and was used in the investigation of the
remaining two maneuvers , the GCA and the 360° overhead pa t tern. A fourth independent variable , ceiling!
visibility (d v ’), with two levels was included. The inclusion of this additional variable increased the number
of unique treatment combinations to 54. Thus, the second design was a mixed effects 33 2 1 randomized
block factorial. Blocking was again performe d upon the subject variable in orde r that estimation of
individual differences could be made . The same five subject s took part in both designs of the study . The
order of treatmen t condition presentation was independently and stochastically randomized for each
subject within the two designs.

The error terms for both designs were constructed assuming an additive model. That is, all block by
treatment interactions were assumed to be zero. Thus, the error term was a linear combination of residual9



block by treatmen t variances. This assumption was made because the subjects who - ere selected to
par ticipate in the study were highly qualified instructor pilots , and , therefore , it was inferred that the
effects of learning the tasks would be minimized. Additionally, the treatment conditions were presented in
a random fa shion thus distributing any minimal learning effects equally between all specific treatments.

Independent Variables
The independent variables selected for study and investigated within the first design (3 3) were :

Platform Motion , G-Seat , and Field-o f-View.
Three levels of platform motion were selected. Those levels were : (a) no mot ion;(b) 3 DOF motion

including movement in roll , pitch , and heave , (c) 6 DOF motion including roll , pitch , yaw , heave , lateral
and longitudinal displacements.

The three levels of the G-seat variable included: (a)nonoperationa h (b) seat pan bellows operational ,
backres t and thigh panel bellows nonope rationa l;and(c) fully operational.

The FOV variable also possessed three levels: (a) 300° horizontal (H) by 150° vertical (V) (full
capability of ASPI); (b) 144 ° Fl x 36° V; and (c) 48° H x 36° V , representative of many single-channel
visual displays. -

The fourth variable investigated in this research was ceiling/visibility. This variable was included in
part due to the interactive potential with the other independent variables which this factor demonstrated in
Study I of this series of investigations. Another reason for the inclusion of this variable was th at it provided
a measuring stick , at least on the basis of face validity, of the reasonability of the effects which occurred
and the measurements which were employed. If performance decreased under adverse weather conditions ,
as was expected , then more confidence in the direction of the effects of the simulator configuration
variables would be warranted. The ceiling/visibility variable had two levels: (a) clear visibility and unlimited
ceiling, and (b) minimum visibility and a specified ceiling altitude. The minimum ceiling/visibility condition
was task specific, dependent upon the nature of the maneuver. For the 360° overhead pattern , the
minimum ceiling was set at 1 ,200 feet above ground level (AGL) and the corresponding visibility was
established at 3 miles (1 ,200 ft/ three miles). The minimum condition for the GCA was set at 100 feet
AGL/ .25 mile. The minima for both maneuvers were established to represent real-world limitations.

The final factor investigated was subject (block) effects. This factor permitted investigation of
anticipated individual diffe rences by statistically isolating that portion of the total experimental variance
due to subject differences.

Dependent Variables
A large number of dependent measures were collected in this study by way of the Automated

Performance Measurement System (APMS) feature of ASPT. A complete listing of the measures collected in
this study across all of the maneuver s is provided in Table I .  The measures generally fIt into one of three
basic categories: (a) system output measures; (b) pilot input measures; and (c) derived scores.

The system output measures reflect deviations using the root mean square technique from specified
parameter criteria within particular segments of a maneuver. M such , smaller scores reflect smaller
deviation s and , hence, better performances. Maneuver segments were defined as non -overlapping portions of
maneuvers wherein one or more desired parameter values were stabilized . Specific m aneuver segments for
each of the maneuvers investigated are illustrated in Appendix A.

The pilot input measures , or smoothness measures, represent an attempt to measure analogs of pilot
workload. These measures are normally expressed in the form of elevator , aileron and rudder power for
particular maneuver segments. An assumption made in jud gin g the direction of this type of score was that
smaller scores reflect less effort expended in controlling the simulator and therefo te were more desirable.

The derived scores were composite scores for a segmen t or combination of segments within a
maneuver. These scores were indications of how well the pilot remained within the tolerance limits of

10
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Table I. Dependent Measure Listings for All Maneuvers

Variabl e Units

Aileron Roll
I .  Entry pitch Degrees
2. An average score of bank in , bank out and roll Percent
3. Entry and exit pitch score Percent
4. RMS bank in deviation Degrees
5. RMS bank out deviation Degrees
6. Elevator power during bank in (Lbs-Deg)/Se c
7. Aileron power during bank in (Lbs-Deg)/Sec
8. RMS pitch rate deviation during bank in Deg/Sec
Q. RMS roll rate deviation during bank in Deg/ Sec

10. RMS roll acceleration deviation during bank in Deg/ Sec2
I I .  Ele ‘ator power during roll ( Lbs-Deg)/Sec
I? .  Aileron power during roll (Lbs-Deg)f Sec
13. RMS pitch rate deviation during roll Deg/ Sec
14. RMS roll rate deviation during roll Deg/Sec
15. Elevator power during bank out (Lbs-Deg)/Sec
16. Aileron power during bank out ( Lbs-Deg)/Sec
17. RMS pitch rate deviation during bank out Deg/Sec
18. RMS roll rate deviation during bank out Deg/Sec

Barrel Roll

1. Elevator power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
2. Aileron power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
3. Rudder power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
4. RMS pitch rate deviation Deg/ Sec
5. RMS roll rate deviation Deg/ Sec
6. Total Score Percent
7. RMS pitch error-top half Degrees
8. RMS pitch error-bottom half Degrees

Loop
I .  Elevator power (Lbs-Deg)f Sec
2. Aileron power (Lbs-Deg)/Sec
3. RMS pitch rate deviation Deg/ Sec
4. RMS roll rate deviation Deg/Sec
5. Total score Percent
6. RMS groundtrack deviation Feet
7. RMS pitch deviation Degrees

0360 Overhead Pattern

1. RMS vertical velocity deviation durin g pitchout Feet/Sec
2. RMS pitchout ban k deviation Degrees
3. RMS pitchout altitude deviation Feet
4. Pitchou t elevator power (Lbs-Deg)f Sec
5. Pitchout aileron power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
6. RMS pitch rate deviation during pitchout Deg/Sec
7. RMS roll rate deviation during pitchout Deg/Sec
8. RMS vertical velocity during downwind Ft/Mm
9. RMS downwind altitude deviation Feet

10. Downwind elevator power ( l.bs-Deg)/ Sec
I I .  Downwind aileron power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec

I I  

-~~~ -- - ~~ -~~~~~-- - ~~~~~~~-
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Table I (O.,nr inued)

Varlabla Units

12. RMS downwin d pitch rate deviation Deg/Sec
13. RMS downwind roll rate deviation Deg/ Sec
14. RMS final turn bank deviation Degrees
15. RMS final turn airspeed deviation Knots
16. Final turn elevator power (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
17. Final turn aileron power (ths-Deg)/Sec
18. RMS final turn pitch rate deviation Deg/Sec
19. RMS final turn roll rate deviation Deg/ Sec
20. RMS final approa~ 1 glidepath deviation Degrees
21. RMS final approach course deviation Feet
22. RMS final approach airspeed deviation Knots
23. Landing X position Feet
24. Landing Y position Feet
25. Landing airspeed Knots
26. Landing heading Degrees
27. Landing vertical velocity Ft/Mm
28. Elevator power final through landing ( Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
29. Aileron power final through landing (Ibs-Deg)/ Sec
30. Rudde r power final through landing (Lbs-Deg)!Sec
31. RMS pitch rate final through landing Deg/Sec
32. RMS roll rate final through landing Deg/ Sec
33. RMS vertical velocity final throug h landing Ft/Sec
34. Overall pitch score Percent
35. Overal l downwind score Percent
36. Overall final approach score Percent
37. Overall landing score Percen t

Ground Controlled Approach (GCA)

I .  Total score Percent
2. Touchdown airspeed Knots
3. Touchdown heading Degrees
4. Touchdown vertical velocity Ft/Sec
5. RMS altitude deviation Feet
6. RMS airspeed deviation Knots
7. RMS centerline deviation Feet
8. RMS glidepath deviation Degrees
9. Elevator power prior to glideslope interception ( Lbs-Deg)/ Sec

10. Aileron power prior to glideslope ( Lbs-Deg)/Sec
I I .  RMS pitch rate deviation prior to glideslope Deg/Sec
12. RMS rol l rate deviation prior to glideslope Deg/ Sec
13. Elevator power on glideslope (Lbs-deg)/Sec
14. Aileron power on glideslope (Lbs-Deg)/ Sec
15. Rudde r power on glideslope (Lbs-Deg)/Sec
16. RMS pitch rate deviation on glideslope Deg/ Sec
17. RMS roll rate deviation on glideslope DegJSec

Not.. — Lbs pounds,
Dcg dcgrecs.
Sec second.
Ft f c et .
Mm minute.
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several criteria simultaneously . These measurements were normally expressed as time-i n -toleran ce
percen tages with larger values representing better performances.

For a more comprehensive discourse on the specific derivations of these measures , consult Waag,
Eddowes. Fuller . and Fuller (1975).

Although the numbe r of dependent variables investigated in this study is relatively large , it still
represents only a fraction of the measures which were available in the APMS system. The inclusion or
exclusion of the available measures in this experi ment was based upon the recommendations of expert
pilots. Only those variables which were considered meaningful , reasonable indications of pilot performance
for the particular maneuver under investigation were incl uded.

Maneuvers
Five contact and instrument maneuvers were selected for the purpose of this study: aileron roll, band

roll , loop, ground controlled approach and 360° overhead pattern. The aileron roll , GCA , and overhead
pattern were chosen because they were included in Study I , and these maneuvers were investigated again to
determine the constancy and genera lizabi lity of the earlier findings through testing with another sample of
the subject population. The barrel roll and loop were include d in this study to extend the analysis into the
domai n of higher G-force maneuvers. A complete discussion of the beginning and end points and scoring
sequences of each of the maneuvers is included as Appendix A.

Procedures

Prior to data collection , each of the five subjects was provided approximately 4 hours of
familiarization with the simulator (and safety factors) and familiarization with the type s of simulator design
confi gurations which would be investigated. This was accomplished by initially having the subjects fly the
sim ulator in its normal full capability configuration. Next, the subjects were requested to complete several
study maneuvers under a broad range of randomly selected independent variable conditions (e.g., motion ,
no motion , etc.l. This training was cons an for all subject pilots.

The data collection procedure was begun by having the pilot strap into the cockpit of the simulator
and then having the console operator entcr identification and system configuration information into the
computer. The simulator was then initialized to one of five randomly selected maneuvers. The pilot was
briefed on the task to be completed and all p ert inent  simulated weather conditions. After completion of
this task , another randomly selected maneuve r was initialized and the pilot was given the necessary
instructions. This process was repeated a total of seven times per mission. The subjects normally flew two
to three missions per session lasting approximate ly 2 hou rs, with rest periods provided whenever requested.
All sorties were flow n in cockpit B of the simulator in an attempt to control for possible inter-c ockpit
differences. In accomplishing the ground controlled approach , all verbal , glideslope . glidepath and distance
in formation was conveyed via the Cognitronics voice generator. All measurements were stored on magnetic
disk for subsequent analysis.

Analysis
Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) were performed on each of the five maneuvers . The

multivariate analyses were selected as the appropriate omnibus test due to the intercorrelatioti ’ and inter-
dependencies of the measurement sets. The significance criterion was established at the .05 probability level
for all n iultivariate and un ivariate tests. Following the MANOVA . in those cases where significant multi-
variate F’s were obtained , traditional stepdown univariate F’s were computed in order to ascertain the
location of the significance within the measurement set (Harris . 1975). Once the specific variable(s) was
found , T’jkcy ’s tests were performed to determine the direction of the effect. This analytic p oce~~Ire was
followed for both designs. Finally, an index of the strength of the univanate effects was calculated ar each
dependen t measure where multivariate and univaria t e significance was obtained. This index was c.. :ula~ed
using the ratio of the sums of squares for an effect over the total nonerr or sums of squares. This index
represents a prop ortionate reduction in the total nonerror variability due to each specific effect and thus
provides a relative measurement of the importance of an effect.
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I ll. RESULTS OF STUDY II

Significan t multivariate and univariate effects were discovered in all flight maneuvers . Inspection of
Table 2 reveals those specific independent variables producing significant multivariate effects for all of the
maneuvers investigated.

Table 2. Significant Multivariate Effects Across All Maneuvers
in Both Designs of Study II

Aileron Barrel Overli~ad
Effsct Roll Roll Loop GCA Pattern

A(FOV) .047 .000 N/S .039 .000
B(Motion ) N/S .096 .027 .023 .000
C(G-seat) N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
D(C/V) — — — .000 .000
S(Block) .000 .000 .000 .000 .000
AB(FOVxMOT) N/S N/S .071 N/S N/S
AC . N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
BC N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
AD — — — N/S N/S
BD(MOTxC/V) — — — .026 N/S
CD — — — N/S N/S
ABC N/S N/S N/S N/S N/S
ABD — — - N/S N/S
ACD - — - N/S N/S
BCD — — — N(S NIS
ABCD — — — N/S N/S

Note. — Table entries are probability levels.
N/S Not Significant.
— = Not Estimated.
FOV = Field-of-View.
C/V = CeilinglVisibility.
MOT = Motion.

Field-of-View (FOV). The first system variable in vestigated , field.of-view, produced significant multi-
variate effects in four of the five maneuvers: the aileron roll, barrel roll, GCA and 360° overhead pattern.
Table 3 depicts the univariate analysis of variance and the cell means within each maneuvers’s measurement
set showing those specific dependent variables which contributed toward the overall multivariate
significance. In the aileron roll maneuver, three of the 18 total variables collected showed significant
field-of-view main effects. In this maneuver, best performance was demonstrated under the full field-of-view
condition for the average bank in, out and roll score but under the most restricted FOV condition s for the
other measures: elevator power and RMS pitch rate during roll.

In the barrel roll maneuver , four of the eight total measures showed univariate significance (p < .05)
due to the FOV variable. The general trend in these measures was that superior performance accompanied
either the large or the medium FOV levels, and worst performance was normally associated with the most
restricted FOV condition. This was true in three of the four measures: aileron power, RMS roll rate and
RMS pitch error during the bottom half of the maneuver. The fourth maneuver , elevator power during roll,
demonstrated best perform an ce under the most restricted FOV condition and worst performance in the
medium FOV setting.

In the overhead pattern maneuver, 12 of the 37 total measures collected demonstrated significant
(p < .05) FOV main effects with 9 of these showing best performance under the two larger FOV

t 14
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i’able 3. Univariate Field-of-View Main Effects and Means Across Maneuvers

Sourci ~~(Full ) X(Med) X(Smal l) SSB SSW F P

Aileron Roll

1 Entry pitch 29.386 29.383 28.452 26.09 477.47 2.841 .062
2 Average acor e on bank 85.847’ 84.320 79.305’ 1,054.350 13.834.169 3.963 .021’

in , out and roll
3. Entry and exit —4.734 —4.780 —5.706 27.049 822.93 1.709 .186

pitch score
4. RMS bank in 1.107 1.092 1 287 1.061 36.49 1.513 .225

deviation
5. RMS bank out 2.276 2.928 3.427 29.993 555.94 2.805 .065

deviation
6. Elevator power 3.465 2.771 2.887 12.457 290.69 2.228 .112

during bank-in
7. Aileron power .212 .135 .182 .135 3.283 2.14 .122

during bank-in
8. RMS pitch rate 6.418 6.030 6.109 3.791 168.10 1.172 .313

deviation during
bank in

9. RMS roll rate 1.073 .84 1 1.056 1.509 48.423 1.621 .202
deviation duri ng
bank in

10. AMS roll 3.289 2.307 3.225 27.155 81435 1.733 .181
acceleration devia-
tion during bank in

11. Elevator power 1.191 1.465 .887’ 7.527 61.996 6.313 .002’
duri ng roll

12. Aileron power 5.026 4.467 4.500 8.833 980.33 .468 .627
duri ng roll

13. RMS pitch rate 4.333 4 .823’ 4.268’ 8.382 118.210 3.663 .029’
duri ng roll

14. RMS roll rate 49.519 47 .934 49.367 68 .846 4 ,763.36 .751 .474
devi ation dur ing
roll

15. Elevator power 5.139 6.850 5.593 70.773 5 ,371.09 .685 .506
duri ng bank-out

16. Aileron power 2.346 3.417 4.114 71.334 2,352.12 1.577 .211
during bank -out

17. RMS pitch rate 1.518 2.021 1.814 5.758 143.12 2.092 .128
devi ation duri ng
bank-out

18. RMS roll rate 5.126 5.459 6.542 49.333 2,99L27 .857 .427
deviat ion duri ng
bank.out

All F-ratios calculated with df 2104
Barrel Roll

1. Elevator pow er 3.474 4.144’ 3.111’ 24.754 260.365 4.994 .008’
duri ng roll

2. Aileron power 1.191 1.181’ 1.564’ 4 .289 53.085 4.201 .170
3. Rudder power .377 .307 .343 .110 15.050 .380 .684
4. RMS pitch rate 9.688 10.053 9.310 12.409 410.954 1.570 .212

deviation
5. AMS roll rate 18.023 17.532’ 21.606’ 445.334 2,098.737 11.034 .000’
6. Total score 66.986 58.770 60.487 1,690.40 30$49.79 2.867 .061
7. RMS pitch error - 9.891 10.602 9.993 23.297 1,210.15 1.001 .371

top half
8. RMS pitch error 10.026 11.457 12.984’ 197 .706 2,221.710 4.627 .011’

during bottom half

All F-ratios calculated with df 2104
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Table 3 (Continued)

Source X(Full) X(Med) XtSmalt) SSB 55W F P

Ovedi..d Pattern
1. RMSvertical 262.199 263.954 254.570 4,583.03 3,011.576 .161 .851

velocity deviation
during pitchout

2. RMS pitch out bank 4.145’ 3.298 3.324’ 41.813 578.740 8.544 .000’
deviation

3. RMS pitchout altitude 39.652 38.103 38.897 108.024 102,562.5 .116 .894
deviation

4. Pitchout elevator 2.131 2.193 2.179 .185 218.742 .089 .914
power

5. Pitch o.j~ ailero n 1.201 1.229 1.282 .307 100.205 .325 .722
power

6. RMS pitch rate devia- 6.963 7.187 7.219 3.511 140.393 2.651 .072
tiOn during pitchout

7. RMS roll rate pitchout 7.740 7.979’ 8.340’ 16.420 501.958 3.467 .033’
8. RMS versical velocity 230.977 253.062 246.492 23 ,183. 7 2,111 ,276. 1.164 .314

during downwind
9. RMS downwind altitude 35.505 37.628 35.267 304.091 88,049.6 .366 .693

10. Downwind elevator 1.076 1.159 1.227 1.032 63.444 1.725 .180
power

11. Downwind ail,ron .651 .641 .709 .242 32.705 .785 .457
power

12. RMS downwind pit ch 1.148 1.167 1.122 .091 19.240 .505 .603
rate deviation

13. RMS downwind roll 2.965 2.920 3. 154 2.759 303.24 .964 .382
rate deviation

14. RMS fina l turn 6.404’ 7.921 9.015 309.530 1 ,971.813 16.639 .000’
bank deviation

15. AMS final turn 3.438 3.827 4.099 19.876 798.587 2.638 .073
airspeed deviation

16. Elevator power .966’ .956 .806’ 1.444 49.965 3.064 .048’
final turn

17. Aileron power final .863’ .759 .732’ .859 28.049 3.247 .040’
turn

18. RMS pitch rate 2.718’ 2.874’ 2.662 2.181 36.239 6.381 .002’
final turn

19. RMS fina l turn roll 3.650 3.548 3.608 .478 200.076 .253 .776
rate devi ation

20. RMS final sppro~ch 1.246 1.196 1.382 1.667 81.655 2.164 .117
gl idepath devi ation

21. RMS final spproach 23.554’ 53.936 90.702’ 203,506.14 422.977 15.035 .000’
course deviation

22. Final approach air - 3.815 3.815’ 5.366’ 134.58 2,498.08 5.710 .003’
speed RMS deviatio n

23. Landing X position 7.988 9.923 9.591 192.770 9,712.18 2.103 .124
24. Landing V position —706.840 —736,079 —780.244 233,730. 15.617.740. 1.586 .207
25. Landing airspeed 79.497 78.875 79.890 47.176 3.674 43 1.361 .258
26. Landiny heading 301.780 301.946 301.690 3.029 171.483 1.872 .150
27. Landlng vert ical —273.65 —254.029 —269.970 19 .580.4 1.596,654. 1.299 .274

velocity
28. Elevator power final 2.398 2.380 2.472 .427 235.890 .192 .825

through landing
29. Ailero n power final .90V 1.130 1.261 ’ 5.936 63.653 9.885 .000’

through landing
30. Rudder power finel .379’ .420 .5050 .739 19.761 3.967 .020’

through lending
31. RMS pitch rate fInal 1.938’ 1.312 1,409’ 6.599 46.897 14.917 .000’

through landi ng
32. AMS roll rat. final 2.913’ 3.6610 4.1 19 66.711 461.564 15.320 .000’

through landing
33. RMS vert ical velo city 16.348 16.523 15.890 19.204 2,318.06 .878 .417

finel through landing
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Table 3 (Continued)

Source Xf Full) X(Msd) X(Small) 555 55W F P

34. Overall pitch score 63.890 67.423 66.594 614.36 195,232. .333 .716
36. Overall downwind score 66.401 63.326 59.737 2,002.69 98,451.0 2.156 .118
36. Overall final approech 17.329 19.478 14.028 1,356.68 86,661.4 1.659 .192

score
37. Overall landing 81.334 81 .736 80.166 119.613 11 ,904.77 1.065 .346
All F.ratios calculated with df 2 212

Ground Controlled Approach
1. Total score 57.675 58.771 59.36 131.897 51 ,010.27 .288 .764
2. Touchdown airspeed 74.208 74.486 76.030 173.386 8,103.242 2.268 .106
3. Touchdown heading 301 .521 301 .580 301 .533 .179 177.642 .107 .898
4. Touchdown vertical —154 .916 —153 .615 —173.771 22,903.13 1,379 ,232.5 1.760 .174

velocity
5. RMS altitude devIation 24.246 23.500 24.305 36.255 23,342.57 .164 .848
6. RMS airspeed deviation 1.760 1.737 1.668 .416 68587 .644 .526
7. RMS cen terline 61.679 63.093 59.309 657.912 104,070.05 .670 .512

deviation
8. RMS glidepathdevlation 24.482 25.274 24.438 39.808 13 ,072.49 .322 .724
9. Elevetor power prlor .345 .290 .300 .155 9.298 1.772 .172

to glideslope
10. Aileron power prIor .373 .353 .381 .036 6.598 .582 .559

to glidealope
11. RMS pltch rate devia. .626 .604 .611 .022 6.143 .389 .678

tion prior to glideslope
12. RMS roll rate devia- 1.763 1.739 1.941 2.186 80.185 2.890 .057

tion prior to ~ ideslope
13. Elevator power on 4 ~59 4.343 3.955 12.571 1 .114.639 1.195 .304

glideslope
14. Ailero n power on .851 .791 .831 .165 94.535 .186 .830

glideslope
15. Rudder power on 1.073 1.048 1.133 .338 122.55 .293 .746

glideslope
16. RMS pitch rate 1.201 1.222 1.164 .151 13 .101 1.226 .295

deviation
17. RMS roll rate 2.013 1.981’ 2.359’ 7.919 245.29 3.422 .0340

on glideslope
All F ratios calculated with df 2 212

‘Jiidicat~t significant (p < .05) ditlcrcncc found.

conditions. Furthermore, 7 of these 12 measures also showed worst performance under the most restricted
FOV condition . Those significant measures demonstrating worst performance in other than the most
restr icted display condition were : elevator , aileron powe r and RMS pitch rate in the final turn, and RMS
pitch rate in the final through landing segments.

Multivariate significance was also demonstrated for the FOV variable in the GCA maneuver. In this
maneuver, however, only one of the 17 dependent variables (RMS roll rate on the glldeslope) showed a
significant univariate effect. In this measure, best performance was demonstrated in the medium FOV
setting followed by somewhat poorer performance under the maximum FOV condition and worst
performance In the smallest FOV condition.

Motion. Significant multivarlate motion effects were demonstrated In three of the fIve maneuvers
investigated in this study: the loop, overhead pattern and GCA. Additionally, the motion effects
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approximated significance (p < .096) on another maneuver, the barrel roll. Table 4 illustrates the univariate
analyses and means for the dependent measures in the three maneuvers .

Table 4. Univanate Motio n Main Effects and Means Across Maneuvers

Sour ce 7(Off ) ~~(3 DOF) X(S DOF) 555 SSW F P

Loop
1. Elevator power 5.107 5.556 5.829 11 .979 562.769 1.106 .334
2. Aileron power .346 .394 .458 .285 15.393 .965 .384
3. AMS pitch rate 13.150 13.1 16 13.462 3.263 182.319 .930 .397

deviation
4. RMS roll rate 2.278 2.374 2.550 1.703 179.1 36 .494 .611

deviation
5. Total score 41.292’ 52 .857’ 54 .880’ 1 .262 .415 48 ,352.65 1 .379 .007’
6. RMS groundtrack 125.143 123.876 120.127 612.324 1 ,171 ,658.8 .027 .973

deviation
7. RMS pitch dev iat ion 3.310 3.165 3.011 2.011 74.081 1.411 .248

F-ratios calculat ed with df 2104
Overhead Pattern

1. RMS vertical velocity 261.191 269.743 249.689 18,228.16 3,011 ,576.9 641 .527
deviation during pitchou t

7. RMS pitchou t bank 3.870 3.600 3.297 14 .776 518.740 3.019 .050
deviation

3. RMS pitchout altitude 41 .382 37.903 37.366 855.888 102 ,562.55 .884 .414
deviation

4. Pitchout elevator power 2.047 2.197 2.260 2158 218.742 1.045 .353
5. Pitch out aileron power 1.179 1 .253 1.281 492 100.206 .520 .594
6. RMS pitch rate devia- 7.099 7.077 7.195 709 140.393 .535 .586

t ion dur ing pitchout
7. RMS roll rate devia - 8.125 7.982 7.952 1.547 501.958 .326 .721

lion during pitchout
8. RMS vert ical velocity 247.032 235.856 247.663 7,941.54 2 . 111 .276.6 .398 .671

during downwind
9. RMS downwind altitude 36.559 33.765 36.075 860.371 88,049.663 1.035 .356

deviation
10. Downwind elevator power .944’ 1.169 1.349’ 7.399 63.444 12.363 .000’
11. Downwind ailero n power 608 .701 .692 .470 1.318 1 .525 .219
12. RMS downwind pitch rate 1.085 ’ 1.~28 1.224’ .918 19.240 5.062 .007’
13. RMS downwind roll 3.084 3.000 2.956 .756 303.241 .264 .767

rate deviation
14. RMS final turn bank 7.668 7.908 7.764 2.623 1,971.813 .141 .868

deviation
15 . RMS final turn air- 3.837 4.012 3.514 11.490 798.587 1.525 .220

speed deviation
16. Final turn elevator .772’ .903 1 .053’ 1.444 49.965 7.522 .000’

power
17. Final turn aileron .614’ .837’ .902 .859 28.049 15.325 .000’

power
18. RMS final turn pitch 2.709 2.739 2.807 .453 36.239 1.326 .267

rate deviation
19. AMS final turn roll 3.435 3.666 3.705 3.843 200.016 2.036 .133

rate deviation
20. RMS final approac h 1.325 1.182 1.318 1.157 81.655 1.502 .225

glidspath deviation
21. RMS final approach 65.796 54.595 47.801 14,863.35 1,434.750.7 1.098 .335

course deviation
22. AMS final approach air- 4.254 4.563 4.294 5.074 2,498.084 .215 .800

speed deviation
23. Landing X position 8.045 9.273 10.183 207.222 9.712.184 2.261 .106
24. Landing V position —733.852 —725.221 —766.090 83,523.27 15.617.740. .566 .568
25. Landing eirspeed 79.651 79479 79.132 12.590 3,674.431 .363 .695
26. Landing heeding 301.584’ 302.032’ 301.800 3.029 171.483 5.576 .004’
27. Landing vertical -267.283 —269.269 --261.097 3,269.967 1,596,654.4 .217 .806
28. Final through landing 2.091’ 2.528 2631’ .427 235.690 6.656 .001’

elevator power
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Table 4 (Continued)

Sou rce ~~(Off) T((3 DOF) X(5 DOF) SSB 55W F P

29. Aileron power fin al 1.032 1.187 1.075 1.159 63.653 1.930 .147
through landing

30. Rudder power final .393 454 .457 .238 19.751 1 .278 .280
through landing

31. RMS pitch rate final 1.238 1.264 1.264 .034 46.897 .077 .925
through landing

32. RMS roll rate final 3.794 3.564 3.335 9.482 461 .564 2.177 .115
thro ugh landi ng

33. RMS vertical velocity 116.170 16.331 16.260 1.166 2,318.062 .053 .948
final through landi ng

34 . Overall pitch score 62.206 69.222 66.479 2 ,251 .185 195,232.78 1.222 .296
35. Overall downwind score 61.356 65.590 62.517 861.623 98,451.057 .927 .397
36. Overall final approach 18.024 18.061 14.794 650.844 86,661.405 .796 .452

Score
37. Overall landing score 80.075 81 .322 81 .838 147.884 11 ,904.779 1.316 .270
All F-ratios calculated with df 2 21 2

Ground Controlled Approach
1. Total score 60.763 55.840 59.205 1 ,139.474 52 ,010.277 2.322 .100
2. Touchdown airspeed 74.326 75.317 75.080 48.201 8.103.242 .630 .533
3. Touchdown heading 301.575 301.575 301 .484 .501 177.64 2 .299 741
4. Touchdown vertical -156.466 —169.122 —156.71 9,424.665 1,379.232.5 .724 .485

velocity
5. RMS altitude devjatj on 23.196 25.317 23.538 233.334 23 ,342.570 1.059 .348
6. RMS airspeed deviation 1.703 1.784 1.678 .555 68.587 .858 .425
7. RMS centerline 59.53 66.55’ 57.98’ 3.756.283 104,070.05 3.825 .023’
8. RMS glidepath deviation 24.730 24.406 25.058 19.079 13.072.493 .154 .856
9. Elevator power prior .26’ .32 .34’ .155 9.298 3.484 .032’

to glideslope
10. Aileron power prior .31’ .40’ .38 .443 6.598 7.128 .001’

to glidesiope
11 . RMS pi tch rate prior .57’ .62 .63’ 198 80.185 3.433 .034’

to glides lope
12. RMS roll rate prior 1.67 1.90’ 1.86 2.597 80.185 3.433 .034’

to glideslope
13. Elevator power on 4.317 4.496 3.944 14.262 1 .114.639 1.356 .259

to glideslope
14. Aileron power on .61’ .96 .89 6.144 94.535 6.889 .001’

glideslope
15. Rudder power on 1.000 1 .175 1.079 1.379 122.555 1.193 .305

glideslope
16. RMS pitch rate devia . 1.180 1.217 1.190 .065 13.101 .531 .588

tion on glideslope
17. RMSr ~ll rate on 1.78’ 2.28’ 2.27 14 .749 245.290 6.373 .002’

glideslope
All F.ratio s calculated with df 2 212

‘I ndi ca t es si gnificanc c (p < .05).

In the ioop, only one of seven total measures, total score, registered significance due to the motion
variable. In this case, best performance was demonstrated under full 6 DOF with somewhat poorer
performance under 3 DOF motion and worst performance under the no-motion condition. This was the
only univariate case in the study where best performance was demonstrated with the full motion condition.

Six dependent measures in the overhead pattern maneuver showed significant effects due to the
platform motion variable. Five of these m easures showed superior performance under the no-motion
condition, and showed corresponding decrements in performance as DOFs were added to the platform
motion’s operation. The other measure , landing heading showed significant differences in another direction.
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Motion main effects in the GCA were exhibited in Seven of the 17 total measures which were
collected. Of these seven , six measures demonstrated best performance accompanied by the no-motion
condition and poorer performance associated with some form of motion. Those measures were : elevator
power, aileron power, RMS pitch rate , RMS roll rate prior to glideslope interception, and aileron power ,
RMS roll rate afte r glideslope interception.

G-Seat . The final system variable to be investigated, the G.seat , was conspicuous by the complete
absence of significant multivariate effects in any of the maneuvers . This is the only occurrence in the study
where a significant main effect did not surface.

ceiling/ Visibility. The only environmental variable evaluated in this study, ceiling/visibility, produced
multivariate and univariate significance in the two maneuvers where it was manipulated. Table S presents
‘t he dependent variables in these two maneuvers, the overhead pattern and the GCA. Nineteen of the
measures in the overhead pattern demonstrated a significant ceiling/visibility effect , all of which shcwiied
best performance with clear conditions. Similarly, in the GCA maneuver , 14 of the 17 measures collected
showed significance on this variable, all with best performance demonstrated under the clear conditions.

Tabk 5. Univariate Ceiling/Visibility Main Effects
and Means Across Maneuvers

Source ~
‘ (Clear) X (Mln) SSB 53W F P

Overhead Pattern

1. RMS vert ical velocity 264.397 256.018 4,739.539 3,011 .576.9 .333 .564
deviation during pitchout

2. RMS pitchout bank 3.677 3.501 2.095 518.740 .856 .355
deviation

3, RMS pitchout altitude 38.508 39.259 38.1 14 102,562.55 .078 .779
deviation

4. Pitchout elevator power 2.012 2.323 6.559 218.742 6.357 .012
5. Pitchout aileron power 1.211 1.264 .194 100.205 .410 .522
6. RMS pitch rate devia- 7.146 7.101 .139 140.393 .210 .647

tion during pitchout
7. AMS roll rate devia. 7.995 8.044 .165 501.958 .069 .792

ti on during pitc hout
8. RMS downwind vert ical 209.324 277.710 315,668.38 2,111 ,276.6 31.697 .000’

velocity
9. RMS downwind altitude 30.614 41.652 8,223.804 88,049.663 19.800 .000’

deviation
10. Downwind elevator power .959 1.349 10.290 63.444 34.385 .000’
11. Downwind aileron power .538 .796 4.503 32 .705 29.194 .000’
12. AMS downwind pitch rate .925 1.367 13.168 19.240 145.090 .000’

deviation
13. RMS downwind roll rate 2.687 3.339 28.630 303 .241 20.016 .000’

deviation
14. RMS final turn bank 7.362 8.196 47.245 1,971.81 5.079 .025’

deviation
15. RMS f inal t urn air ipeed 3.371 4.199 45.622 798.587 12 .111 .000’

deviation
16. Final turn airspeed .793 1.025 3.642 49.965 15.463 .000’

power
17. Final turn aIleron .696 .814 2.150 28.049 16.257 .000’

power
18. RMS final turn pitch 2.681 2.822 1.338 36.239 7.831 .005’

rate deviation
19. RMS final turn roll 3.316 3.889 22.132 200.076 23.452 .000’

rate deviation -

20. RMS final approach I .fl3 1.326 .719 81 .655 1.888 .173
glidepath deviation

21. RMS final approach 54.373 57.756 772.027 1.434,750.7 .114 .735
course deviation

22. RMS final approach ale. 3.818 4.922 82 .207 2,496.084 6.976 .008’
speed deviation
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Table 5 (Continued)

Source X (Clear) ~ (Mln) SSB SSW F P

23. Landing X position 10.518 7.816 492.699 9.712.184 10.754 .001’
24. Landing V position -744.206 —739.236 1 $67,520 15 ,617 ,740. .022 .880
25. Landingairipeed 79.119 79.723 24.607 3.674.431 1.419 .234
26. Landingheeding 301.835 301.835 .244 171 .483 .301 .583
27. Landing vertical velocity -263.609 —268.157 1,396.057 1,596,654.4 .185 .667
28. Elevator power final 2.352 2.481 1.136 235.690 1.022 .313

through landing
29. Ailero n power final 1.02 1.17 1.639 63.653 5.462 .020’

through landing
30. Rudder power final .419 .450 .066 19.751 709 .400

through landing
31. FtMS pitch rate fin l 1.230 1.276 .140 46.897 .637 .425

through landi ng
32. RMS roll rate final 3.396 3.735 1.794 461.564 3.579 .069

thro ugh landing -

33. RMS vert ical velocity 15.814 16.694 52.307 2.318.062 4 .783 .029’
acceleration deviation
final throug h landing

34. Overall pitch score 66.506 65.429 78.501 195,232.78 .085 .770
35. Overall downwind score 70.069 56.240 12 ,908.604 98,451.057 27.796 .000’
36. Final approach score 19.571 14.319 2,862.059 86,661.405 4.565 .034’
All F-ratios calculated with df 1 212

Ground Controlled Approach
1. Total score 62.975 54.230 5,162.096 52,01027 21 .041 .000’
2. Touchdownairspeed 74.706 75.109 11.001 8,103.242 287 .592
3. Touchdown heeding 301.667 301 .422 4.059 177.842 4 845 .028’
4. Touchdown vert ical velocity —159.074 —162.46 1 - 774.516 1 .379,232.5 .119 .730
5. RMS altitude deviation 22.125 25.909 966.550 23,342.570 8.778 .003’
6. RMS airspeed deviation 1.534 1.909 9.491 68.587 29.357 .000’
7. RMS centerline deviation 54.135 68.586 14.096.321 104,070.05 28.715 .000’
8. RMS glidepath deviation 23.768 25.694 250.369 13,072.493 4.060 .045’
9. Elevator power prior .267 .356 .532 9.298 12.151 .000’

to glideslope
10. Aileron power prior .301 .437 1.240 6.498 39.845 .000

to glideslope
11. RMS pitch rate prior .521 .707 2.351 6.143 81.148 .000’

to glideslope
12. AMS roll rate prior to 1.389 2 240 48.806 80.185 129.039 .000’

glideslope
13. Elevator power on 3.945 4.559 25.4 19 1,114.639 4.834 .029’

glideslope
14. Aileron power o~ .553 1.096 19.870 94.535 44.560 .000’

glideslope
15. Rudder power on .794 1.375 22.748 122.563 39.351 .000

glideslope
16. RMS pitch rate deviat ion 1.175 1.216 .114 13.101 1.852 .175

on glideslope
17. RMS roll rate on 1.523 2.713 95.580 245.290 82.607 .000’

glideslope
All F-ratios calculated with df 1 212

‘Indicates significance (p < .05).

Interactkmns. Only one interaction reached the crit erion for multivanate significance in any of the five
maneuvers. One other interaction , the first order FOV by platform motion Inte raction in the loop
approximated significance (p < .07), but did not exceed the selected criterion (p < .05). The interaction
attaining a significant level was the first order platform motion by ceiling/visibility interaction in the GCA
maneuver. Table 6 depIcts the univariate analyses and cell means for all of the dependent measures in this
maneuver. -
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Table 6. Univariate Motion by Ceiling/Visibility Interactions
in the Ground Controlled A pproach

X (Clear) X (MInImums)
Source ~~(Otf) ~~(3 OOF) ~~(6 OOF) X(Off) X(3 DOF) Tqs DO F) F P

1. Total score 62.804 62.277 63.844 58.722 49.403 54 .566 1.792 169
2. Touchdown airspeed 74.259 74.498 75.360 74.393 76.135 74 .800 .742 .477
3. Touchdown heading 301.15 301.722 301 .565 301 .435 301.428 301,403 .141 .868
4, Touchdown vert ical —155.78 2 —155.839 —165.600 —157 .151 —182 .404 —147 .832 1.710 .183

velocity
5. RMS altitude deviation 21.768 23.070 21.53 7 24.625 27.564 25.538 .143 .866
6. RMS airspeed deviation 1.522 2.581 1.500 1.885 1.987 1.856 .048 .952
7. RMS ceaterline deviation 53.160 56.314 52 .930 65.904 76.806 63.048 1.333 .265
8. RMS glidepath deviation 25.347 23.497 22.461 24.144 25.316 27.654 3.768 .024’
9, Eleva tor power prior .225 .303 .274 .305 .350 .414 1.140 .32 1

to glideslope
10. Aileron power prior to .276 .326 .303 .350 .490 .471 2 .039 .132

glideslope
11. RMS pitch rate deviation .485 .551 .526 .667 .705 .750 .956 .385

prior to glideslope
12. RMS roll rate deviation 1.327 1.444 1.396 2.027 2.359 2.335 1 .016 .363

prior to glideslope
13. Elevator power on 4.195 3.813 3.828 4.43 5.179 4.060 1.813 .165

glideslope
14. Ailerton power on .456 .551 .654 .775 1.379 1.134 3.418 .034’

glideslope
15, Rudder poweron .680 .759 .944 1.320 1.590 1.214 3.162 .004’

glideslope
16. RMS pitch rate on 1.162 1 .128 1.235 1. 198 1.306 1 .145 6.528 .001’

glideslope
17. RMS roll rate 1.343 1.455 1 .770 2.231 3.123 2.783 3.413 .034’

deviation
All F-ratios calculated at df 2212

‘Indicates sig ni fi ..incc (p < .05).

Analysis of this interaction shows all of th — -ye measures generally associating superior performance
with the clear ceiling/visibility conditions.

Subject Effects. Significant multivariate subjtct effects were demonstrated in all of the maneuvers
studied. These subject differences were also manifested in nearly all of the univariate analyses of the
individual dependent measures. No overall perforittance hierarchy for the subjects was established, because
this information was not pert inent to this study.

I:ffecf Strengt hs . In an attempt to determine the relative strengths of the various independent variable
main and interactive effects upon the subjects ’ performances on the five maneuvers , percentages of
nonerror sums of squares were computed for each nleasure registering univariate significance following a
significant mu ltivaria te test. Table 7 presents this information for the acrobat ic maneuvers : the loop,
aileron roll , and the barrel roll. In these maneuvers, the subject effects were mos t prominent. Consistent ly,
subject differences accounted for the largest portion of the performance variabili ty on each measure . This
percentage ranged from 15 to 89 percent o f the total variability in the performances of these maneuvers .

The percentages for the fleld.of-view and m otion factors were highly variable fro m measure to measure . The
values ranged from 2 to lb percent for the FOV factor and fro m .4 to 12 percent for the platform motion
factol . The final factor, the 6-seat , was considerably more consistent across dependent measures and across
maneuvers. The percentage of the performance variability due to the C-seat ranged from .04 to 2 percent .
w hich was dramat ically lower than the other factors .
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Table 7. Percentages of Nonerror Sums of Squares zor the Loop,
the Aileron Roll and the Barrel Roll Maneuvers

Source

A(FOV) B(MOT) C(G.Sest) S(Sub i ) AB AC BC ABC,

Loop

5. Total score 3.28 12.38’ 2.78 43.85’ 12,17’ 2 .58 4.69 18.26
7, RMS pitch deviation 2 .62 6.36 1.69 54.11’ 6.29’ 4.81 6.08 18.04

Aileron Roll

2. Average score of bankin and bankout 16.34’ 8.10 .93 15.17 8.96 8.21 15.57 26.71
11. Elevator power during roll 8.94’ 5.65 1 .45 66.78’ 2.83 6.79 3.65 3.92
13. RMS pitch rate deviation 3.20’ .40 .42 87.38’ 27 1 .59 2 . 12 4.62

during roll
Barrel Roll

1. Elevator power 5.56’ 2. 18 .04 78.71’ 1.95 2.82 3.37 5.38
2. Aileron power 2.62’ 1.07 .48 89.38’ .89 1.64 1.41 2.51
5. RMS roll rate deviation 8.95’ 3.64’ .23 75.53’ 2.84 2.62 1 .59 4.60
8. RMS pitch ’error bottom half 7 .76’ 1.58 .30 75 36 2.73 1 .27 3.92 7 .09

‘ Indicate s un ivari ase significanc e (p < .05) was also present.

Table 8 provides percentage information for the GCA maneuver. Subject effects were again most
prominent across the various dependent measures. The subject effect sizes ranged from 15 to 74 percent of
the nonerror variability. The ceiling/visibility variable, added in this maneuver , also produced relatively
large effect strengths. In this maneuver, the percentage values ranged from .4 to 47 percent of the
performance variability. The percentage values for the FOV factor in the GCA were somewhat reduced
from the values exhibited in the aerobatic maneuvers . In this maneuver , the FOV percentages ranged from
.17 to 6 percent of the nonerror variability. The motion factor recorded similar percentages on this
maneuver as in previously reported m aneuvers , within the range from .25 to 8 percent. The G-seat
percentages were somew hat elevated in this maneuver ranging from .03 to 8 percent , dependent upon the
specific measure observed. The motion by ceiling/visibility interaction which was found to be significant in
the GCA maneuver also shows some enlargement in the percentages of nonerror variability for the various
mileasures. The values for this index range from .07 to 6 percent.

Table 9 depicts the effect strength information for the overhead pattern maneuver. Again, subject
effects were the most prominent effect noted. varying between 4 and 74 percent dependent upon the
measure. The ceiling/visibility factor also frequently accounted for a relatively large portion of the nonerror
variability, between .03 and 54 percent. The percentages associated with the FOV factor were also highly
variable, ranging from .12 to 40 percent. Similarly, the motion factor registered wide variability in its effect
strengths (.08 to 17 percent). The C-seat percentages, however, were again very consistent in magnitude,
varying between .01 to 3 percent.

1V. DISCUSSION OF SIUDY II

Because of the importance of information regarding the effects of simulator design configurations
upon pilot performance to the Air Force and other agencies involved in flight simulation, it is appropriate
that the results of this study be placed in proper perspective . The results of this study concern only the
performance of experienced pilots and cannot be generalized to student pilot behaviors or to the training
situation in general. In addition, this effort evaluated the effects of the cueing devices within the context of
the ASPi’. Ot her simulators representing different hardware design features or software methods may or
may not produce the same sort of results. Finally, the effects of these cue enhancement devices (platform
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I
motion , G-seat and visual display) are strictly specific to the types of maneuvers being investigated. It seems
reasonable to expect that the devices vary in their effectiveness dependent upon the particular portion of
the flight regime of the aircraft being sirhulated.

System Design Variables. The i~field.of-view variable was found to significantly impact pilots’
performance on four of the five maneuvers in this study. In the ailero n roll , the results suggest that the
width of the visual display directly affects the pilots’ ability to control the simulated aircraft both in pitch
and roll dimensions. While the pilots tended to score better on bank in , out and roll control under full FOV
conditions, they seemed to demonstrate superior elevator and hence pitch control when under restricted
FOV conditions. One possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the additional peripheral
infornsation is useful and important for control of the vehicle in the roll dimension but is irrelevant
information for pitch control. Thus, when the extraneous information is removed and concentration is
directed toward the front of the vehicle, pitch response is improved. This improvement occurs as a decrease
in the amount of effort expended and an increase in the smoothness of the effort used in controlling the
simulator.

The same trends concerning the FOX’ appear in the barrel roll where roll performance tends to be
poorer under the most restricted FOV when compared to the larger display sizes. Again, the exception lies
in the extent of the’piots’ inputs to the elevators . Under the most restricted condition, the elevator inputs
become smaller , probably in response to the loss in extraneous signals.

In the overhead pattern maneuver , the loss of visual information was manifested particularly within
the pitchout, final turn, and final approach segments. In the pitchout and final turn, the pilots again
appeared to be making fewer, less extensive inputs to the elevators thereby resulting in smoother pitch rate
scores, but less accurate overall aircra ft control. Aileron control in these segments generally was degraded as
a function of display size reduction. The more restricted the display became, the poorer the performance in
those measures reflecting aileron control. However , the results for the final approach suggested a change in
the control strategy used. During the fInal approach, as the runway came into view , the pilot increased his
inputs to the elevators and, in effect, worked harder in an attempt to land the aircraft. However, his overall
performance tended to remain degraded in spite of his efforts.

Only one of 17 measures was affected by changes in the FOV in the GCA maneuver. Again, this
measure reflected the pilots’ ability to maintain the proper lateral stability in this case on the glideslope
segment. However, no changes were exhibited in pitch control or control strategies.

Motion. The manipulation of the degrees of freedom in the platform motion system resulted in
significant performance differences in the loop, the overhead pattern, and the GCA. In the loop, the total
score, which was a derived score , exhibited best performance when accompanied by motion. This was the
only measure of the seven measures collected which demonstrated any significant differences due to
platform motion. Because of this inconsistency, this instance may be an art ifact , possibly due to the
manner in which the total score was derived. However, other tracking-type studies (Borlace, 1967;Koonce,
1974) have reported enhanced performance with the platfo rm motion ope rational , and this result may be
re lated to such effects. In these studies, pilot errors were significantly reduced when maneuvers where
flown in the simulator with platform motion, as compared to when flown without motion.

The absence of any consistent and reliable motion effect in the two higher G-rnaneuvers, the loop and
the barrel roll, was somewhat surprising. It was initially anticipated that the relatively quick onset and large
magnitude of motion cues intrinsic to these maneuve rs would tend to highlight any possible performance
differences due to motion configurations. Apparently, this was not the case as only the total score variable
manifested significance and that in a direction contrary to the vast majority of other measures which were
sensitive to platform motion manipulation.

The results of the overhead pattern were considerably more consistent in the trends exhibited. The
effects of the motion variable were manifested within the downwind, final turn and final approach
segments. In these segments, it appeared that the introduction of motion, either 3 or 6 DOF, fundamentally
affected the pilots’ pitch control . The amount of pilot input to the elevators in all of these segments was
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substantially increased when motion was added. Likewise, pilot inputs to the ailerons were increased in the
final turn segment, probably in an attempt to control for the increased instability in the aircraft’s
movements. The fewer inputs by the pilots under the no-motion condition seemed to result in smoother
pilot responses as evidenced by the improved performance on the RMS pitch rate ~n the downwind
segment. In only one case was performance under motion superior to performance without, that being in
the landing heading of the vehicle. In this instance, performance with 3 DOF was superior to no-motion
performance .

The same general trends were demonstrated in the performance of the GCA. Performance under the
no-motion condition was consistently superior to performance under either 3 or 6 DOF motion . Fewer ,
smoother aileron and elevator inputs were made by the pilots in completing this task when platform motion
was absent. However , few reliable differences were found between the 3 and 6 DOF conditions.

Environmental Variable. The ceiling/visibility variable demonstrated consistent significant effects
upon the two maneuvers wherein it was manipulated. In the overhead pattern , performance on all segments,
pitchout, downwind, fInal turn and final approach to landing, was deleteriously affected when the ceiling
and visibility conditions were reduced. The aircraft performance parameters , t he pilot input measures and
the derived scores were all affected in this manner. The same performance decrements were exhibited in the
GCA analysis. Again, all three types of measures were similarly affected. This consistent demonstration (14
out of 17 measures) provided strong evidence that the algorithms used in generating the environmental
variable were valid, in that performance was , as anticipated, degraded when environmental conditions
deterioriated.

Inter act ion. Only one interaction achieved significance in any of the maneuvers investigated in this
study. The first -order platform motion by ceiling/visibility interaction demonstrated significance in the
GCA. This interaction suggested that the motion and ceiling/visibility variables combined synergistically
when used together. In this maneuver, the interaction was illustrated by differential motion effects
dependent upon the environmental conditions. Under clear conditions, the subject pilots tended to perform
the fli ght task better with full motion. In these situations, the performance was generally improved by
making more extensive inputs to the ailerons and rudder. This increased activity with the controls, thereby
resulted in less smooth rate changes, notab ly pitch rate and roll rate on glideslope. However , when the task
was performed under minimum ceiling/visibility conditions, the pilots appeared to have improved
performances without motion cueing. In these cases, the pilots also tended to make fewer control inputs to
the ailerons and rudder. Under the ceiling/visibility conditions, the pilots were most probably flying
completely on their instrumen ts.

V . DISCUSSION OF STUDIES I AND II

Several important differences existed between the two studies. One important variation is that the
motion, G-seat , and flight dynamic equations of the ASPT were modified during the intervening time
period between the studies. Althoug h these modifications were made as “improvements” to the systems
from an engineering standpoint, it is uncertain as to what physiological or psychological impact these
changes may have caused.

Secondly, several performarn.’ measurement routines had been updated in the time between the
studies. Again, although the changes were made in the interest of improvement, it is uncertain as to whether
the updated versions have become more or less sensitive to the variables under consideration.

Another difference between the studies arises from the fact that a separate visual environment was
utilized in each study. The visual environment utilized in the second study represented superior display
capabilities not only in the modeling of the ground area within immediate proximity of the airfield but also
in the ability to manipulate visual display dimensions.

These differences in the various capabilities of the ASPI’, motion, G-seat, performance measurement ,
and visual display, could have certainly altered the effects of these devices on the pilots’ performances. In
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spite of the various uncontrolled chan~ s in the simulator, the results of Study II seem to be in general
agreement with the data of the earlie r study.

Table 10 illustrates the locations of the significant multivariate effects found across all of the
maneuvers in the two studies. Within this table, the hyphenated areas represent effects which were not
estimated for various specific reasons. Empty spaces represent nonsignificant effects. Inspection of this

Table 10. Comparison of Significant Multivariate Effects Acmss
Study I and Study II Maneuvers

Alli ron Ovfld Sb Barrel
Roll OCA Pttn FIt Takeoff Roll Loop

£ff sct II I II I II I I I Ii II

A(MOT) • 0
B(FOV)
C(G-Seat)
D(C/V) — — — — —
E(Winds) — — — — — — —

F (Turb) — — — — —

S(B lock ) * * * ‘

AB (MOTxFOV) • 0
AC
AD - — — - —

AE — — — — — - -
AF — . • — • — —

BC
SD — — — — —
BE — — — — — —
SF — — — — —

CO — — 0 — — —

CF — — — — —
DE — — — — — —

OF — — — — — — —
EF — — — 0 — — — —

ABD — — — — —
ABE — — — 0 — — — —

ABF — 0 — — — —
ACD — — — — —
ACE — — — — — — —

ACF — — — — — — —

ADE — — — — —
ADF - - - - — — —
AEF - - - — — — —
SW — — — — —

BCE — — — — — — —
BDF — — — — — — —

BEF — — — — — — —
CDE — — — — — — —
CDF — — — — 0 — —
CEF — — — — — — —
DEF — — — — — — —

ABC
ABCD — — — — — — — —

Denotes tigni ficance p < .05.
°Denotes significance p < .10.

Repc ese nt ef fect s not estimat ed.
MOT = Motion.
FOV • Field.of-Vj e w .
TURS = Turbulenc e,
SLO FLT Slow Flight.
OVHD P11’N • Overhead Patte rn .

~CA • Ground Control led App roach.
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table reveals that significant , subject differences were present in every maneuver. The consistency in this
effect strongly suggests that pilots responses to system and environmental alterations are highly
individualistic. It also strongly suggests that no one model of piloting behaviors is generalizable to the
population of expert pilots, in that various control strategies are employed.

It is also apparent by viewing the results of the two studies that the algorithms used in generating the
environmental effects in the ASPT seem to be properly constructed. The simulated weather factors affected
performance in the directions which were anticipated, i.e., increasing winds and turbulence correspondingly
decreased performance. Similarly decreasing the C/V conditions caused poorer performances. Table 11
depicts the location of the measures across the two studies, which demonstrated significant univariate C/V
effects. Since the environmental variables precipitated results in the expected directions, the environmental
factors became benchmarks against which the effects of the system variables were measured.

The system variables showed significant impacts in every maneuver. One system variable, platform
motion, demonstrated multivariate significance in 8 of the 10 total maneuvers in the two studies. In only
one multivariate case, the loop in the second study, was performance not superior when platform motion
was absent. Table 12 presents the motion effects on the specific dependent measures which were common
to both studies. These measures represent portions of the measurement sets used in the analyses of the
overhead pattern, the GCA, and the aileron roll maneuvers. These three maneuvers are the only maneuvers
to have been completed by subjects in both Studies I and 11. In this Table, the mean performances on each
measure for both studies are listed, including whether or not univariate signtlicance was achieved. Further-
more, the measares are categorized into either a system output , pilot input or derived score classification.
This was performed in an attempt to determine which type of variable was most responsive to either
environmental or simulator design variations. In the first maneuver of the Table , the ove rhead pattern , a
large majority of the univariate significant differences fell under the category of pilot input scores. In this
maneuver , it seems that platform motion causes the greatest impact in the pilots’ control strategy, rather
than in the criterion-referenced aircraft parameters . -

In the ground controlled approach, however, this distinction is not as apparent. Several significant
differences were evidenced in all of the categories with the majority of instances in the system output and-
pilot input categories.

In the aileron roll maneuver, the only significant differences recorded fell into the category of system
output measures and then only in the fIrst study.

The second system configuration variable, field-of-view, demonstrated a reliable impact in five of the
10 maneuvers studied as shown in Table 10. A univariate comparison between the two studies is shown in
Table 13.

In the overhead pattern portion of this table, no clear-cut difference exists between the incidence of
significance in the system output or pilot input categories. The same was true in the aileron maneuver.
However , in the GCA, significance occurred more frequently under the pilot input category.

The tinal system variable, the G’seat evidenced multivariate effects in two of the 10 maneuvers
investigated across the two studies (Table 10). In Table 14, univariate comparisons were made between the
means of the dependent measures common to the two studies. In the overhead pattern, no immediate
distinction is obvious between the sensitivity of system output, or pilot input to variations in the G-seat’s
operat ion . In the GCA, however , every case of significant difference was found to occur under the system
output classification in both studies. In the aileron roll, no significance due to the G-seat was found either
in the first or the second study.

Overall, the results of the two studies showed surprising consistency in terms of the nature and
direction of the effects of the system and environmental variables. The results seem to indicate that all of
the variables investigated, with the possible exception of the G-seat , directly or indirectly influence expert
pilot performances in the variety of maneuvers investigated. However, the data also indicate that in
comparison to su bject differences and environmental factors the design variables are of lesser importance.
This was effectively demonstrated , not only in the frequency of reliable differences found, but also in the
relative effect strengths of these factors.
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Table 11. Ceiling/Visibility Effects Upon Individual Dependent Measures
Common to Studies I and II

X (Clear) X (Minimum)
SI~ nlfIc ance

Source I I I  I II Found

3600 Overhead Pattern
System Output

1. RMS pitc hout bank deviation 11.4 3.67 9.95 3.50
2. RMS pitchout altitude 36.3 38.50 47.3 39.25 0

dev iation
3. RMS downwjnd altjtude 35.8 30.6 1 44.6 41.65 *0

deviation
4. RMS fi nal turn bank 9.83 7.36 11.20 8.19

deviation
5. RMS final turn airspeed 5.07 3.37 6.60 4.19

deviation
6. RMS glidepath deviation 1.09 1.22 1.22 1.32
7. RMS centerline deviation 110 54.37 154 57.75
8. RMS final approach 4.23 3.81 5.37 4.92

airspeed deviation
Pilot Input

1. Pitchout elevator power 1.81 2.01 1.97 2.32
2, Pitchout aileron power .47 121 .60 1.26 0
3. Downwind elevator power 1.71 .95 2.46 1.34
4, Downwind aileron power 1.07 .53 1.36 .79
5. Final turn elevator power 1.47 .79 1 .79 1.02
6. Final turn aileron power .74 .69 .87 .87
7. Final through landing 2.86 2.35 3.18 2.48

elevator power
8. Final through landing 1.77 1.02 2.14 1.17

aileron power
9. Final through landing 3.63 .4t 4.35 .45 0

rudder power
Derived

1. Downwind score 70.4 70.06 62.9 56.24
2. Landing score 77.1 81.10 75.8 81.05

Ground Cont,olled Approach
System Output

1. AMS altitude deviation 40.4 22.12 38.8 25.90
2. AMS ai rspeed deviation 7.59 1.53 2.59 1.90
3. RMS centerf ine deviatjon 95.0 54.13 108 68.58
4. AMS glidepath deviation 34.7 23.76 37.2 25.69 *

Pilot Input
1. Elevator power prior to .429 .26 .469 .35

glideslope
2. Aileron power prior to .46 .30 .46 .43

gUdeslope
3. Elevator power after 4.28 3.94 4.11 • 4.55

glideslope
& Aileron power after -. 1.54 .55 1.81 1.09

glideslope
Derived

1. Total Score 76.9 62.97 77.6 54.73

t ln dicatc s significance (p < .05). found in second study.
°lndic ates significance (p < .05) found in first study.
1 ’11Relatc to Studies I and II , resp ectivel y
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Table 12. Motion Effects Upon Indi ’.i dua l Dependent Measures
Common to Studies I and II

X(O DOF) X(3 DOF) X(6 DOF) 
—

SIgnifIcance
Source I II I II I II Found

366
0 Overhead Pattern

System Output
1. RMS pitchout bank ¶0.1 3.87 11.20 3.60 10.8 3.29

deviation
2. RMS pitchout altitude 36.9 41.38 40.6 37.9 47 .8 37.36

deviation
3. RMS downwind attitude 34.0 36.55 41.4 33.76 45 .3 38.07 0

deviation
4. AMS final turn bank deviation 9.95 7.66 10.6 7 .90 11.0 7.76
5. RMS final turn airspeed 5.68 3.83 6.14 4.01 5 .69 3.51

deviation
6. RMS glidepath deviation 1.14 1.32 1.12 1.18 1.20 1.31
7. RM$ centerli ne dev iat ion 128 65.79 134 54.59 134 47.80
8. AMS final approach airspeed 4.88 4.25 4.73 4.56 4.79 4.29

deviation

Pilot Input
1. Pitchout elevator power 2.16 2.04 1 .72 2.19 1.79 2 .26
2. Pitchout aileron power .439 1.17 .513 1.25 .666 1.28 0
3. Downwind elevator power 2.22 .994 1.74 1.169 2 .30 1.349 0
4, Downwind aileron power .8% .608 1.17 .701 1.58 .692 *0
5. Final turn elevator power 1.55 .772 1.47 .903 1.88 1.053
6. Final turn aileron power .605 .615 .830 .837 .987 .902
7 . Final through landing 3.28 2.091 2.74 2.528 3.04 2.631 *

elevator power
8. Final through landing 1.70 1 .03 2.05 1.18 2.12 1.07

aileron power
9. Final through landing 4.40 .393 3.48 .454 4.09 0.457

rudder power

Derived
1. Downwind score 70.2 61.35 65.5 6559 64.2 62.51
2. Landing score 78.1 80.07 76.2 81.32 752 81.83

Ground Controlled Approach
System Output

1. RMS altitudedeviation 33.2 23.19 41.2 25.31 44.3 23.53 0
2. RMS airspeed devIation 2.40 1.70 2 .44 1.78 2.92 1.67 0
3. RMS cente,line deviation 96.7 59.53 102 66.55 106 57.98
4. RMS glidepath deviation 36.3 24.73 35.6 24.40 36.0 25.05

Pilot Input
1. Elevato r power prlor to .091 26 .113 .32 .123 .34

glldesl ope
2. Aileron power prior to 379 .31 .395 .40 .572 .38

glideslope
3. Elevator power after 8.56 4.31 6.83 4.49 920 3.94

glideslope
4. Aileron power after 4.29 .61 3.70 .96 4.61 .89

glideslope
D.dvsd

1. Total score 27.3 60.76 24.3 55.84 22.7 9.20 0
Aileron Roll

System Output
1. RMS b.nk.jn deviet ion 1.54 1.17 2.12 1.01 2.50 1.29 0
2. AMS benk.out deviat ion 2.86 2.80 3.84 2.73 3.76 3.08 0
3. RMS roll acceleration 10.2 2.79 13.7 2.70 14.0 3.32

during benk.ln
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Table 12 (continued)

~.(O DOF) X(3 DOF) ~~($ DOF)
SignifIcance

Source I II I II I II Found

Pilot Input
1 . Aileron power bank-in 1.18 .171 1.92 .181 1.95 .178
2. Aileron power roll 1.01 5.09 1.43 4.18 1 .49 4.70
3. Aileron power ba nk .out .873 4.07 1.18 3.17 1.53 2.63

Derived
1. Roll score 38.8 82.98 36.2 85.64 40.5 80.83

*Indi~~tcs significance (p < .05) found in second study.
0lndicates significance (p < .05) found in first study.
1 1 1 Rctate to Study 1 and Study It, respectively.

Table 13. Field-of-View Effects Upon Individual Dependent Measures
Common to Studies I and II

X(FuU) ~~(31x144) ~
‘ (3S*4S) SignifIcance

Source I It I II I II Found

3660 Overhead Pattern

System Output
1. RMS pitc hout bank deviation 10.4 4.14 — 3.29 11 .0 3.32
2. RMS pitchout altitude 39.4 39.650 — 38.10 44.1 38.89

deviat ion
3. RMS downwind altitude 39.3 35.50 — 37 .62 41.1 35.26

deviation
4, RMS final turn bank 9.62 6.40 — 7.92 11.5 9.01

deviation
5. RMS final turn airspeed 5.92 3.43 — 3.82 5.75 4.09

deviation
6. RMS glidepath deviat ion 1.04 1.24 — 1.19 1 .26 1.38
7. RMS centerline dev iatjon 99.1 23.55 — 53.93 165 90.70
8. RMS final appro ach airspeed 4.09 3.92 — 3.81 5.51 5.26

deviation
Pilot Input

1. Pitchout elevator power 1.91 2.13 — 2.19 1.87 2.17
2. Pitchout aileron power .48 1.20 — 122 .59 1.28
3. Downwi nd elevator power 2.04 1.07 — 1.15 2.13 1.22
4. Downwind aileron power 1.09 .65 — .64 1.34 .70
5. Final elevator power 1.62 .96 — .95 1.65 .80
6. Final aileron power .72 .86 — .75 .89 .73
7. Final through landing 3.03 2.39 — 2.38 3.02 2.47

elevator power
8. Final through landing 1.84 .90 — 2.13 2.07 1.26

elevator power
9. Final through landing 3.96 .37 — .42 4.02 .50

rudder power
Derived

1. Downwind score 70.5 66.40 — 63.32 62.9 59.73
2. Landing score 76.5 81.33 — 81.83 76.4 80.16

Ground Controlled Approach

System Output
1. RMS altitu de d,viat ion 37.2 24.24 — 23.50 42.0 24.30
2. AMS airspeed deviation 24.6 1.76 — 1.15 21.1 1.66
3, RMS centesllne deviation 104 61.67 — 63.09 99.4 59.30
4. RMS glidepath deviation 37.1 24.48 — 25.27 34.8 24.43
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Table 13 (continued)

~~(F eN) ~~( 3Sxl44) T(31545)
SIgnIfIcance

Source I It I It I II Found

Pilot input
1. Elevator power prior to .42 .34 — .29 .47 .30

glidedope
2. Aileron power prior to .39 .37 — .35 .53 .38 0

glideslope
3. Elevator power after 4.21 4.45 — 4.34 4.18 3.95

glideslope
4. Aileron power after 1.58 .85 — .79 1.76 .83

glideslope

Aileron Roll

System Output
1. RMS bank.in deviation 1.82 1.10 — 1.09 2.11 1.28
2. RMS bank.out deviation 2.56 2.22 — 2.92 3.18 3.42
3. RMS roll accelerat ion 9.67 3.28 — 2,30 13. 1 .3.22 0

during bank-i n

Pilot Input
1. Aiieron power bank n .89 .21 — .13 1 .92 .18 0
2. Aileron power roil .79 5.02 — 4.46 1.52 4.50
3. Aiieron power bank .out 124 2.34 — 3.41 1.08 4.11

Derived
1, Roll score 35.3 85.84 — 84.32 40.5 79.30

5lndi cate s significan~e (p < .05) found in second study.
0lndicatcs significance (p < .05) found in first study.

Indicates no data.

‘Indicates Stud y I or Study IL.

Table 14. G-Seat Effects Upon Individual Dependent Measures
Common to Studies I and II

X(Off) X (Seat Pin) X (On)
SIgnif icance

Source I II I II I II Found

3600 Overhead Pattern
System Output

1. RMS pitchout bank devIation 11.7 3.61 — 3.65 9.67 3.50
2. RMS pitchout altitude deviation 42.3 38.04 — 35.00 41.3 43.59 0
3. RMS downwind altitude 40.8 35.90 — 35.09 39.6 37.39 *

deviation
4. RMS final turn bank 10.60 7.48 — 8.09 10.50 7.75

deviation
5, RMS final turn air- 5.89 3.66 — 3.81 5.78 3.88

speed deviation
6. RMS glidepath deviation 1.27 1.25 — 1.23 1.03 1.33
7, RMS centerline deviation 159 52.20 — 67.28 105 48.71
8. RMS final approach hr . 4.89 4.01 — 4.29 4.71 4.79

speed deviation
Pilot Input

1. Pltchout elevator power 168 2.14 — 2.32 2.09 2.03

2. Pltchout elleron power .52 1.21 — 1.27 .55 1 .fl
3. Downwind slevetor power 1.94 1.15 — 1.16 223 1.14
4. DownwInd ailero n power 1.16 .62 — .86 1.27 .71
5. Final turn elevator power 1.62 .85 — .94 1.74 .92

-
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Table 14 (Continued)

X(Off ) X (Seat Pin) (On)
SignIfIcance

Source I I I  I II I II Found

6. Final turn aileron power .81 .76 — .80 .79 .78
7. Final through landi ng 2.78 2.34 — 2.50 3.27 2.40 0

elevator power
8. Final through landing 2.03 1.03 — 1.06 1.87 1.19

aileron power
9. Final through landing 4.0 .42 — .41 3.98 .46

rudder power

Derived
1. Downwind score 67.2 63.42 — 64.81 66.1 6122
2. LandIng score 76.0 81.28 — 81.47 77.0 80.47

Ground Controlled Approach

System Output
1. RMS alti tude devjet ion 44.0 24.48 — 25.01 35.2 22.55 0
2. RMS airspeed deviation 2.70 1.69 — 1.86 2.48 1.61
3. RMS centertine dev,ation 108 64.84 — 59.18 95.3 60.05 0
4. RMS glidepath deviation 37.3 2520 — 26.34 34.6 22.64

Pilot Input
1. Elevator power prior to .42 .30 — .33 .47 .30

glideslope
2. Aileron power prior to .48 .36 — .38 .44 .36

glideslope
3. Elevator power after 3.97 4.13 — 4,26 4.42 4.35

glideslope
4. Aileron power after 1.66 .82 — .81 1.69 .83

giide.Iope
Derived

1. Total score 23.5 58.19 — 56.50 26.0 61.10

Aileron Roll
System Output

1. RMS bank-in deviation 2.17 1.18 2.12 1.22 1.87 1.06
2. RMS bank.outdeviation 3.75 2.24 3.39 3.18 3.32 3.19
3. RMS roll acceleration 13.1 3.59 12.9 2.91 12.5 2.32

during bank-in
Pilot Input

1. Ai leron power bank-i n 2.03 .205 1.43 .17 1.60 .15
2. Aileron power roll 1.49 5.26 1.22 4.49 1.23 4.23
3. Ai leron power bank.out 1.45 2.61 1.16 3.94 .968 3.31

Derived
1. Roll score 42.8 83.86 36.3 82.26 36.4 83.34

*Indica tes significance (p < .05) found in second study.

°tndicates significance (p < .05) found in first stud y.

lndicates no data collected.

“Relate to Study I and Study II, respective ly.
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VL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of these two investigations (I & II) have provided a substantial amount of information
regarding the relative influences of various system design and simulated environmental factors upon expert
pilot behaviors in the simulator . Although several differences between the two studies existed, generally the
findings were consistent across the investigations.

One of the most important conclusions based upon the findings of these studies regards the apparent
hierarchy of the various factors which were manipulated. The largest and most consistent factor affecting
performance is that of individual differences. In comparison with this factor, all other variable effects seem
small. The fact that people are different is nothing new or surprising; however, it strongly suggests that
individual pilots respond to simulator configurations differently and disconllrms the hypothesis that any
simple linear model of piloting behaviors is sufficient to describe the processes involved in controlling an
aircraft.

The results showed that simulated environmental factors were also demonstrated to be functioning in
the anticipated manner, that is, as the simulated weather conditions deterioriated, the flight performances
became poorer. This provided some degree of face validity to the construction and implementation of the
algorithms used in generating the environmental settings. Additionally, the environmental factors were seen
to interac t with the system configurat ion variables in certain instances to cause differential performances on
several flight tasks. The effects of the environmental variables were also demonstrated to be relatively large
in size when viewed in comparison with the effects of the simulator design configuration variables. The
effects of the environmental variables also seemed to be equally dispersed among the several categories of
dependent measures which were collected.

The simulator configuration variables also seemed to lend themselves to the establishment of an effect
hierarchy. The most frequently occurring effect across the two studies belonged to the platform motion
variable. The effects of this variables seemed to be generally consistent in that the addition of plat form
mot ion to the flight task normally degraded the performance on that task . However , it was not clear when
weighing the results of both studies whether performance was more frequently inferior under the 3 DOF or
the 6 DOF situation. The differences caused by the motion variable were often manifested in measurements
part icularly sensitive to change in pitch control. Furthermore , in some cases, the changes were more
frequently recorded within the pilot input category of the dependent measures suggesting that this variable,
while often not strong enough to alter the overall performance of the vehicle does, however, cause changes
in the pilots’ controlling strategy.

The motion variable, while demonstrating more frequent significant impacts than the other two
system variables, generally was not larger in size than the e ffects due to the field-of-view variable. Both
factors accounted for approximately I to 10 percent of the performance variability. The field-of-view
variable manifested consistent significant impacts upon the subjects’ performance of four maneuvers in the
two studies: the aileron roll (twice), the barrel roll, and portions of the overhead pattern maneuver. The
performance measurements which seemed to be most strongly affected by changes in the field-of-view of
the visual display represented scores sensitive to changes in the roll dimension of the airc raft. Measures
reflecting changes in the pitch status of the simulator were also affected. However, these measures did not
seem to be impacted as greatly as the roll-sensitive measures.

The variable pertaining to the G-seat produced extremely surprising results. While the G-seat
produced significant effects in the first study on two maneuvers, the takeoff and the GCA, no significance
was recorded in the second study. Reevaluation of the consistency of the results of Study I taken in light of
Study II results revealed that although multivariate significance was achieved in those two instances only
five univariate tests reached criterion significance in 19 total tests for the two maneuvers. This
demonstration coupled with the very consistently small contribution of the G-seat in the second study
suggests that the G-seat may be the least important variable of the system variables studied in these
projects.
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The interactive potential that the G-seat demonstrated in the first study was not realized in the
second study. One possible explanation for the absence of this and other interactions involving the G-seat in
the second study is that the research designs utilized in Study II were considerably more conservative than
the research designs employed in the first study. This does not invalidate the former effort because the
purpose in that study was to isolate and identify any and all possible sources of variance in an attempt to
explore the variable space completely . Apparently, that study was successful in identifying all of the
possible sources of variance. However, when these sources were scrutinized more closely, as in the second
study, they were found not to be as important as formerly believed.

Another important area to which these studies have contributed substantial information is that of
performance measurement. The existence and the nature of the subject effects and the system
ccthfiguration variable effects have demonstrated the utility and efficacy of a comprehensive performance
measurement strategy which addresses not only the traditional system output types of measures but also
includes control strategy measures in the form of pilot workloads and input smoothness. The results of the
two studies seem to suggest that given different conditions, expert pilots adapt to these conditions often
without serious degradation in the vehicle’s performance but frequently with radical changes in control
strategy and information acquisition. These studies have begun to identify the manner in which these
changes seem to occur. Obviously, the area requires more e,~cploration to substantiate and refine the findings
of this series of investigations.
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OF PERF ORM ANCE MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS

The performance measurement algorithms used in this study divided each maneuver into several
exercise segments. For each exercise segment, special computer programs, labelled “cases,” were developed
that determined simulator system conditions and defined the parameters to be measured in that segment.
The operation of these cases may be described in the following manner. An initialization case set the
simulator at the maneuver starting conditions. Intermediate cases used to sample outputs executed a
FORTRAN program with a 3.75 Hertz iteration rate. A special case was provided which measured the pilot
outputs at an interation rate of 15 Hertz. An end-point case froze the simulator when the end conditions
for the maneuver were met .

Descriptions of the performance measurement algorithms for the five maneuvers are as follows:
GCA and Landing: The starting condition was 2,400’ MSL, 300 degree heading, and 160 knots on an

8-mile fmal for Runway 30. The pilot maintained starting conditions until the Cognitronics Voice System
began giving GCA “ contro ller” instructions. The pilot slowed to 110 knots and lowered the landing gear
and flaps at the appropriate airspeeds. He followed the “controller” heading instructions to maintain
course. At 4.5 miles, the pilot intercepted the glidepath. The controller then provided information on
aircraft position relative to the glidepath (above or below and left or right). W hen the pilot had the runway
in sight, he made appropriate corrections to maintain the extended centerline and glidepath visually. The
pilot was instructed to land on the runway centerline, approximately 1,000’ down the runway. The
maneuver was terminated on landing roll after the airspeed decreased below 50 knots.

GCA and Landing Scoring Sequence

- UNFREEZE AT 8-M ILE FINAL
APPROAC H 1 SEC DELAY

~~T I N E S S  AL T rUDE LENILU . IN C
— . - - SCORING STARTS

GLIDE-
A IH S PE~U P A T H

- - - -  4.5-MIL E FINAL

- . - ~ - - .
~~ .5-~~LE FINAL

TOUCHDOWN
SMOO T HA CS S

- LE FT~ A~

i. . - A IRSPEED 65 KNOTS

- 
- A UTO FREEZE

Figure Al. GCA and landing scoring sequence.

3600 Overhead Pattern and Landing: The starting condition was 2,500’ MSL, 3000 heading, and 200
knots on 4-mile initial for RW 30. The pilot flew the initial, maintaining altitude, airspeed. and runway
centerline. Approximately halfway down the runway, the pilot pitched out by reducing rower to 50—60%
rpm and made a steep turn to the left not exceeding 60° bank. After completing a 180 turn, he lowered
the speedbrake and landing gear , maintaining 2,500’ MSL and 120 knots minimum. Approximately 3/4
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mile past the end of the runway, he lowered the flaps and started a descending turn to the left . He
maintained 110 knots minimum and adjusted the bank and descent rate so as to roll out on runway
cent.erline at 1,700’ MSL.

Once on fInal approach, the pilot maintained 100 knots minimum and a constant glidepath. He
adjusted pitch and power so as to touchdown in the first 1,000’ of the runway at an airspeed between
75—80 knots. The maneuver was terminated when airspeed decreased below 50 knots during the rollout.

360° Pattern and Landing
- - UNFREEZ E ON 3-MILE INITIAL

PI1LHOUT PITCHOUT
SMOO TH ALT ITUDE

- - - BANK 20°
RI TCHOUT

BANK

-r - HEADING 280.5°
J~ - HEADING 140.5°

OUWNUIN O DOWNWIND
SMOOT H ALT A/S

- - T — - SPEEDBRAKE Ou~OR BANK 5
FINA L FINAL
TIJAN TURN
SMOOTH ALT

T - T - - - FLAPS OOWN
FINAL TURN
A/S BANK

- ALT ITUDE 2,300 FT

- - FINAL - CENTERLINE DE RIAT ION
FI NAL CENTER GLIDE AIR 100 FT
SMOO TH LI NE PATH SPEED

- -  - - - - - -  - CENTERLINE OCR IATI ON
50 FT OR RANGE

FROM THRESHOLD ¼ MILE
- (IF FINAL STARTED BEYOND

RANGE ¼ MILE , START
I AIRSPEED AT RANGE

¼ MILE)

- - . - RANGE 1 ,000 FT

- - TOUCHDOWN
AIRSPEED SO KNOTS

AU TO FR EEZE

Figure A2. 3600 overhead pattern and landing scoring sequence.

Aileron Roll : The initial conditions were established to represent 15,000’ MSL, 160 knots indicated
airspeed, and 1800 heading. The pilot lowered the nose of the aircraft and set the power at 90% in order to
accelerate. He then raised the nose , so as to pass through level flight at an airspeed of 200 to 230 knots . He
continued to smoothly raise the nose without banking the winp until the nose was approximately 20° to
30° above the horizon. At this point , he started a roll in either direction , adjusting the roll rate as necessary
so that the roll was executed smoothly. As the upright win~ level attitude was approached, aileron pressure
was gradually released to roll out with the nose on the horizon. The exercise was terminated 5 seconds after
the roll was complete.
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- UNFREEZE
15 SEC DELAY

- COMMAND ‘START ROLL’
SMOOTHNESS BANK TOTAL

Ii IN SCORE
- ,.. - - KIAS 20~ KNOTS

PITCH 0

- - - PITCH 200

SMOOTHNESS
•2
- - BANK 20°

- - - BANK 20°

SMOOTHNESS BANK T OTAL
13 OUT SCORE

r T - BANK 1.5 ° DR
DECREASED ROLL RATE

- - - - PITCH 00

- - AUTO FREEZE

Figure A3. Aileron roll scoring sequence.

I. Loop. The starting condition was 15,000’ MSL, 160 knots , and 180° heading. The pilot lowered
the nose of the aircraft to accelerate while setting power at 100%. He then raised the nose so as to pass
through level flight at an airspeed between 240 and 250 knots. He continued to raise the nose vertically
with a constant positive 3 “G” force and maintained wings level. At the top of the maneuver, while
inverted, stick back pressure was reduced to keep a constant pitch rate change. As airspeed increased on the
downward part, stick back pressure was increased to keep the pitch rate constant with the wings level. The
maneuver was terminated when straight-and-level flight was reestablished.

- UNFREEZE
15 SEC DELAY

- C0Y~4AND CLEAR TO START ’

- PITCH 0°
TOTAL GROUND PITCH

SMOOTHNESS SCORE TRACK RATE
-r - - - PITCH 200

I - - -  - - PITCH .100
4 StC DELAY

- AUTO FECEZE

FIgure A4. Loop scoring sequence.
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, 0 - 02. Rairel Roll: The starting conditions were 14 ,000 MSL, 190 knots, 180 heading, and a 12 dive
angle. The pilot set the power at 90% and continued the dive until the airspeed was between 200 and 230
knots indicated. He then rolled to a 30° to 45° heading change to either side and raised the nose to wings
level. He continued to raise the aircraft nose above the horizon and rolled around a desired reference point.
The pilot attempted to keep the reference point in the same relative offset position throughout the roll. He
continued the roll checking the offset when the wings level inverted position on the opposite side of the
starting point was reached. The maneuve r was comp leted when the pilot arrived at the same position where
he initiated the roll with wings level.

- - UNFREEZ E
Tb SEC DELAY

- COMMAND “CLEAR IL STAR T

- - BANK 200 AND
AI RSPEED 200 KNOTS

TO TAL PITCH
SMOOTHNESS SCORE

-[ - PITCH 0°

PITCH

- ~- - - P T  TLH 00

I - - - - PITCH 0°
7 SEC DELAY

- AU TO F R E E Z E

Figure A5. Band roB scorin~ -L:quence.
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